Arizona sheriff calls out DCS
Another little victim of DCS incompetence and (we suspect) lies. Have been in contact with the
sheriff and told him what to look for in tracking those "88 contacts" by DCS. The sheriff is really
angry about this and plans to get to the bottom of it and I told him to start by tracking all the so
called contacts. A person cannot be in more than one place at once and their records will show
it if they claim to be. There is such a history of false reports and lies within this agency and the
private agency they work with here in Pima County. I hope he is serious and won't let anyone
in Phoenix try to intimidate him.
On the one hand you have an agency snatching kids without warrants or court orders illegally to
farm out to their contractors with close ties to DCS people so they can use them in their foster
care racket and fake "special needs" diagnosis by people incompetent to do so and whose job
depends on the diagnosis, then you have children like this one who are virtually ignored. Kids
not in danger kidnapped, kids in danger passed around to relatives that the sheriff claims are
totally not capable of caring for a child. Time to put someone in jail. Federal authorities looking
for snitches, so maybe a little time in jail will loosen their tongues. Another child murdered
within 48 hours of this one.
MESSAGE TO DCS: Stop the lying, stop the corruption with your contractors fishing for federal
$$$'s. Stop violating all the federal regulations and holding kids hostage for $$$ for many years
beyond what the law allows. Get rid of the bureaucrats who persistently lie, lie, and lie again to
parents of children kidnapped and to those providing foster care services and those who wish
to adopt children and get them out of the DCS/Non-Profit crime ring. Hundreds of us know
about your crimes.
Richard Manuel
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